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The story of a Mormon who realized he didn't believe in his sexually repressed society. He then left

for, what he heard, was the easiest place on the planet to get laid, South East Asia. This is the true

story of his adventures, sexual conquests and the experiences that changed his life forever.Is there

a place in the world where you can feel what itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s like to be irresistible to nearly every girl

you see? To experience what rock stars did as they toured the world? To look into a girlÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

fawning eyes and see that, to her, you are the most handsome man she has ever laid eyes on?Is

there a country where you can date countless attractive girls at the prime of their lives, even if they

happen to be more than half your age? Where just by arriving, your wallet suddenly becomes

thicker and your stature taller? Does a corner of the world exist where girls will giggle and squeal

just at the sight of you? A corner where women snap photos of you while you arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

looking, like paparazzi? Or throw themselves at you, just for the small chance that you will choose

them to have your baby?I know what you are thinking, for an average guy, there is no such place;

this is all just a fairytale, a fantasy. But from what I had heard, a place like this does exist; a place

where an ordinary guy with not much money, could experience all of this and more.This is the true

story of how I embarked on a journey to the other side of the world to find out for myself if these

things I had heard were true or if they were too good to be true.
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Full disclosure I never intended to buy this book. A friend sent what he thought was a link to get it

for free and I was actually charged but that won't impact my review. I had no intent to buy it because

with the exception of 1 book I think the author's books are pretty bad and offer nothing

actionable.The book gets better at the end but is extremely repetitive for about the first half. A good

chunk of the book is filled with the following sequence of events: met girl online, got a date, had a

wonderful 6 hour date, got her back to my room, I was inside of her. The author provided no details

about his dates or online correspondence instead opting to plug his other books. I found this to be

extremely annoying because similar books often give those details if for no other reason to keep the

writing active and the reader engaged. By the time I got to the part where other characters were

introduced and interesting stories happened I was already pretty put off.The author missed out on

several opportunities to give readers insight into his success with women (aside from saying he's

tall, a white foreigner and giving one good tidbit of advice). Even when he mentions the seduction

techniques he learned from and taught a couple of other characters who appear in the book he

does not share them with readers.I understand the fanboy adoration that led to so many 5 star

reviews but personally I don't recommend buying this one. There are other books that can give you

insight into south east asia while providing more detail on how to do great with the women there.

I started reading this book and it's all about one sexual experience after another. It's extremely

redundant. The title says sex and adventure, but the adventure part is left out.

Informative and filled with crazy stories and adventures.. Well researched and well written.

This is an Amazing book for anyone who wants to head over to the Philippines and become a

ROCK STAR!The book was simple yet engaging from beginning to end. You canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

help but smile from time to time and say, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“I wish I was there right

now.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• The details are so surreal, you can really envision yourself being there with

him and seeing and feeling what he goes through.There are so many golden lessons in the book

like his seduction techniques and the need to improve one's self by conquering his fears, by

pushing past his comfort zone from beginning to end.Heck, I even used some of them



ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ and they worked!However, where it really resonated with me as well as many men

I know is, how throughout the book he goes through similar aspects in life as all men do. Every Man

knows what is like to be forbidden of something. Every Man hears that voice that tries to talk you out

of an approach. The feeling you get inside when you see someone attractive yet,

donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t act upon it or society dictating what you need in life to be fulfilled, yet feeling

unfulfilled when you do what they say. Yet, he shows you how he conquered all of this.Truth be told,

by the end of this book, you will be fired up to take your own trip. YouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll feel the

need to defy the norm and apply the nuggets contained in this book and perhaps maybe write your

own story.

The escapades of global lothario and author 20Nation are chronicled in an an enlightening and ever

entertaining book that's easily read in a single sitting. The exploits of "20" along with travel

companions THC and Scotian will inspire men to get off their asses and get some SE Asian *SEA)

p****. I've enjoyed Japan and Tokyo's delights in the past. However, I'm working SEA into my 2017

travel plans, adding countries like Cambodia and Vietnam to the perennial hot-spots of Thailand and

the Philippines.The White God Factor is still alive and well in SEA! Western men still have status

and cachet in SEA as opposed to the west where he competes with a female's smartphone and

house cat. Both the quality and quantity of 20's conquests is jaw-dropping. 20's goal of bedding 60

women during an seemingly impossibly short stay is not only a testament to his ambition, but an

revelation of the sexual bounty that SEA provides western men.It's an easy and entertaining read

that I highly recommend to men considering traveling to and exploring SEA.
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